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Objectives 

� analyze empirically determinants of organic 
food consumption

� test empirically the strength of relationships 
based on proposed conceptual model

� The conceptual model is the extension of
the Theory of planned behaviour (TPB)

� support further development of TPB



Structure of the presentation

� Overview of modifications and extensions of 
the TPB

� The conceptual model (hypotheses)

� Data collection
� Results

� Conclusion
� Discussion



Overview of modifications and 
extensions of the TPB

1) Significant causal path from subjective 
norms to attitudes

2) Self-efficacy, or perceived difficulty instead
perceived control

3) Self-predictions, or desire instead intention
4) The addition of belief salience measures



Overview of modifications and 
extensions of the TPB

The inclusion of …
� ‘personal norms’

� ‘descriptive norms’
� moral norms

� self-identity
� affect

� egoistic, altruistic and biospheric concerns
� environmental concern



Overview of modifications and 
extensions of the TPB

The inclusion of …
� past behavior and habit
� moderator variables

� risk perception
� TRA/TPB as part of The Motivation-

Opportunity-Ability Model



Risk perception

� Two-component model (Cunningham, 1967)
- Risk = probability of negative x Importance of

consequences occuring negative 
consequences (multiplicative versus additive
model) (Joag et al., 1990)

� Complex risk perceptions models
- inherent and handled risk, the acceptable

risk level (Dowling and Staelin, 1994)
- Deering and Jacoby´s model (1972)



The SPARTA model

Mazzocchi et al. (2005)



Integration of worry and risk into the
TPB
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Schmiege et al. (2009)
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Data collection

� Original qualitative survey conducted in 
summer 2008 (21 interviews)- to elicit
commonly held beliefs

� Original quantitative survey conducted in 
October and November 2008

� Adult population (18-79 years old) of Prague
and Znojmo region 



Data collection and corroboration

� Main reason for selection od these locations: 
the potential differences in attitude and
behaviour between the inhabitants of a large
city and those of provincial town and
countryside (cp. Von Alvensleben, 1998)

� Quota sampling (age, gender, area, 
education)

� Representative sample of population of
Prague (N= 330) and Znojmo region (N=354)



Descriptives

Organic food purchase of respondents
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Binary logistic regression
Organic food purchase (0/1)
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Ordinal regression (logit)
Intention to buy organic food
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Ordinal regression (logit)
Intention to buy organic food
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Conclusions

� Lower probability that inhabitants of Znojmo 
region will purchase organic food in 
comparison with inhabitants of Prague

� Attitudes and subjective norms have the
positive effect on intention to purchase
organic food

� Risk perception of pesticides increases 
probability of buying organic food



Conclusions

� The proposed modified model of the MOAB 
model explained more variance in organic
food purchase

� The inclusion of pesticide risk perception
significant

� The amount of variance added to the
prediction of behavior was small (1%)



Discussion

� limitations of multiple regression - application
of structual equation modelling to the
proposed modified model of the MOAB might
be more appropriate (possibility to assess
the whole model in one analysis, the extent
to which model fits the dataset, ...)

� most estimation procedures of SEM asume
multivariate normality



Discussion

� the way of the inclusion of risk perception –
need for further research (risk perception-
attitudes or/and risk perception-intention)

� measurment of risk perception (two
component model, perceived risk of negative 
outcome, the SPARTA model, etc)
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